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CHARITY F O O D  DRIVE
M T* Grand Valley State University
L a n t h o r n
PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY
Jcanine Freese whites out Deanna Michelz as part o f white out 
day. Students painted their faces white, on white out day, to 
demonstrate how many people are killed driving drunk.
V___________________________
Recycling saves paper, creates trees
By Jennifer L. Wigger
News Writer
Thirty-three trees were planted 
last Friday, October 19,1990, as 
part of an incentive program set 
up by the Recycling Committee 
of Grand Valley State Univer­
sity, headed by Robert L. 
Whitacre.
Through this incentive pro­
gram, one tree will be planted 
for every ton of paper Grand 
Valley State University recycles.
As more trees are gradually 
planted, the area on the south 
side of Little “Mac” Bridge will 
spread east and west along the 
ravine.
As the area grows, it will be 
developed into an arboretum, 
representing over 100 species of 
trees and shrubbery naturally 
found in Michigan. The arbore­
tum will include walkways and 
lookouts into the ravine as well.
“I’m very pleased that we’re 
able to tie together the two 
things that we’ve wanted to do 
and to improve upon for some 
time: the development of an ar­
boretum and the incentive sys­
tem for all of us to recycle pa­
per,” Ronald VanSteeland, Vice- 
President of Finance and Ad­
ministration, stated last Friday, 
during the short tree-planting 
ceremony held on the south side
of Little “Mac” Bridge at 9:00.
The development of an arbore­
tum containing a wide vareity of 
tree and shrubbery species has 
already been given a substantial 
start. Seventeen different spe­
cies are represented by the 
thirty-three trees planted last Fri­
day.
When President Lubbers ac­
cepted the trees on behalf of 
Grand Valley State University, 
he stated, “This is a great event. 
It celebrates our success in recy­
cling, which is important to our 
university, and important sym­
bolically, but even more than
See RECYCLING p. 3
GVSU affects West Michigan economy
By GVSU Public Relations
Mention Grand Valley State 
University, and most people are 
likely to think of it in terms of its 
academic, cultural, research, and 
service offerings.
It may also be recognized as 
the licensee of West Michigan 
Public Broadcasting through its 
television stations, WGVU-TV 
channel 35, WGVK-TV channel 
52 and its radio station, WGVU- 
FM, (88.5). Fewer people, per­
haps, are aware of Grand Val­
ley’s significant impact on the
economy of west Michigan, par­
ticularly the tri-county region of 
Kent, Ottawa, and Muskegon 
counties.
Based on financial data for the 
1989-90 fiscal year, the total (di­
rect and indirect) economic im­
pact of the university to the area 
is estimated, to be more than 
$123 million. The university ‘s 
total direct economic impact is 
estimated to be almost $61 mil­
lion including university expen­
ditures for supplies and materials 
which totaled $11,043,481 in the 
tri-county area.
Grand Valley’s expenditures 
translate into thousands for jobs 
for area residents, not only for 
those who work directly for the 
university, but also for persons 
working in local businesses that 
provide supplies and services to 
the university. The institution’s 
impact is also fell by businesses 
that provide housing, food, and 
transportation and meet a myriad. 
of other direct needs and wants 
of faculty, staff, and students.
Today, as Michigan’s fastest-
See ECONOMY p. 2
Water Research Institute offers 
insite on polluted Grand River
—  
Main campus planning 
Objectives determined
By Deb Schultz
N ew s Writer
When heavy rains fall on 
Grand Rapids health advisories 
usually follow. Due to sewage 
overflows and run-off problems, 
the Grand River and its tributar­
ies become so polluted that 
people must be warned to stay 
out of them.
‘The reason we see poor water
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quality problems in the Grand 
River is because every time it 
rains we get these big flushes of 
run-off and sewage overflow 
that are dumped into the water 
quite rapidly,” comments re­
search assistant and assistant 
professor, Mark Luttenton.
Nitrates and phosphates from 
fertilizers, urban run-off (i.e. 
gas, oil), agricultural run-off (i.e. 
animal wastes), and sediment are 
some major types of pollutants 
that contaminate the Grand 
River and other smaller rivers 
stemming from it.
The bactena in the water from 
the run-off may then cause dis­
ease in an exposed person. 
However in time, the rivers can 
clean themselves out. Algae will 
consume bacteria and the sedi­
ment will settle.
Luttenton says, "Everyone 
looks at Grand Rapids as being 
the big violator but downstream
from Jackson and Lansing, for 
example, where there are higher 
municipalities, their wastes con­
tribute to the water quality prob­
lem as well."
Further polluuon problems in­
clude organic toxins, heavy met­
als, ground water from land fills, 
and trash found in and on the 
banks of the Grand River and 
other West Michigan rivers.
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s Water Resource Institute 
uses grant money to execute re­
search projects and instruct stu­
dents on the quality of the water 
and the process of gathering data 
from the Grand River, Spring 
Lake, Lake Michigan, and the 
tributaries of the Grand.
"If we could implement agri­
cultural sources and start to take 
care of the overflow problems 1 
think we would have a belter, 
consistent level of water qual­
ity," added Luttenton.
By Jennifer Wigger
News Writer
On Friday, October 12, the 
Board of Control approved a 
revised master plan.
This new master plan, the 
first approved since 1981, in­
dicates what changes will oc­
cur on Grand Valley State 
University’s Allendale cam­
pus in the next fifteen to 
twenty years.
Architects and planners, in­
cluding Robert Wold and As­
sociates and Design Plus, 
were asked to conduct a study 
focusing on the future needs 
of the Allendale campus, and 
also the best way to utilize 
university lands in the future.
Specifically, this group was 
asked to “suggest the place­
ment of all known future
buildings and building addi­
tions, parking lots, (as well 
as) to reflect probable traffic 
patterns and campus perime­
ter zoning,” according to 
Ronald VanSteeland, Vice 
President of Finance and Ad­
ministration.
In addition, the group was 
asked to make broad recom­
mendations on how univer­
sity-owned lands could best 
be used in the future.
Recommendations concern­
ing five specific areas were 
utilized in the formation of 
the masterplan.
These five areas were: the 
academic facilities, the park­
ing and traffic flow, campus 
esthetics, student housing, and 
future development.
See P L A N  p. I
ECONOMY from p. 1.
growing public university, 
Grand Valley is not only a valu­
able educational resource for in­
creasing numbers of west Michi­
gan residents, it is also at the hub 
of development occurring both 
in Allendale Township and 
downtown Grand Rapids.
“When you consider that we 
did not even open our doors until 
1963, it’s remarkable that we al­
ready are a major contributor to 
the economic stability, vitality, 
and growth of west Michigan,”
. said Ronald F. VanSteeland, 
Vice President of Finance and 
Administration. “If the growth, 
of the last five years continues 
— and I don’t think anyone 
would suggest it’s going to go 
the other way — Grand Valley 
will continue to be a bright spot 
in the local economy,” Van­
Steeland said.
This fall, nearly 12,000 stu­
dents enrolled at Grand Valley 
reflecting a 7.4-percent increase 
over the previous fall. In 1963, 
Grand Valley’s first class num­
bered some 226 students and the 
university consisted of 876 acres 
of land, one building, and an op­
erating budget of $660,904.
For eight consecutive years, 
Grand Valley has topped the 
state’s chart o f  university 
growth. While other Michigan 
institutions have either lost en­
rollment or experienced modest 
gains, Grand Valley State has 
seen a  108.8-percent increase in 
full-time enrollment and a 84.2- 
percent student head count in­
crease since 1982. The univer­
sity’s operating budget for the 
1990-91 year reached approxi­
mately $48.9 million.
With more than 1,200 under­
graduate and graduate degrees 
conferred each year, Grand Val­
ley is a large supplier of trained 
labor for west Michigan compa­
nies. Ninety-eight percent of 
Grand Valley’s students are , 
Michigan residents, with almost 
60 percent form Kent, Muskegon 
and Ottawa counties.
Last year, more than 30,000 
people used the facilities of the 
Grand Rapids Campus at the 
L.V. Eberhard Center, including 
more than 14,000 who attended 
educational workshops, seminars 
and programs. In addition, 
3,233 students were enrolled at 
the L.V. Eberhard Center.
In addition to providing edu­
cational resources and an edu­
cated work force to west Michi­
gan, Grand Valley contributes to 
the region’s economy through:
• The employment of 720 full- 
and 454 part-time employees 
who spent more than an esti­
mated $10 million for housing, 
transportation, goods, and serv­
ices in the tri-county area —  ap­
proximately 46 percent of their 
total disposable income.
• In addition to salaries and 
wages, GVSU spent a total of 
more than $11,043,481 in the re­
gion on supplies and materials 
alone.
• The 11,726 students enrolled 
at Grand Valley this fall will 
also contribute greatly to the 
economy, spending approxi­
mately $39 million on transpor­
tation, goods, and services in the 
region this year.
• Almost one third of the uni­
versity’s expenditure for student 
activities, $402,749, was spent in 
the tri-county area.
Of Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s 1989 budget, the State ap­
propriation is the largest single 
source of income, followed by
Two students awarded IFMA scholarships
B y S teve U n g re y  
New* W riter
Two Grand Valley seniors, 
Amy McAllister and Sue Strong, 
were awarded scholarships this 
month by the International Facili­
ties Management Association 
(IFMA).
Both were awarded scholarships
o *  $ 1 ,0 0 0  M o b  b y  IF M A  a n d  the
DuPont Corporation. In addition, 
Amy won an extra $1,500 schol­
arship from IFMA and the Gen- 
sler Corporation.
Since 1987 eight students in the 
IFMA program at Grand Valley 
have won awards.
McAllister and Strong, both 
enrolled in the Facilities Manage­
ment Program, won the scholar­
ships on the basis of their grade 
point averages, achievements and 
honors, involvement in their field, 
recommendations from professors, 
and letters of professional intent.
According to Strong, it was 
Gensler who wanted the letter of 
intent.
“The letter of intent was what 
they wanted to find out where you 
hoped to go with your degree or 
what field you hoped die degree 
would help you get into some­
day,” Strong said.
McAllister, a 1987 graduate of 
Swan Valley High School in Sagi­
naw, said she chose the program 
at Grand Valley because of the 
program’s narrowed focus.
“I wanted a degree in business 
administration, and Grand Valley’s 
was one of a very few Facilities 
Management Programs that fo­
cused on business,” McAllister 
said.
Strong mentioned that the 
Steelcase Foundation is taking care 
of expenses for their trip to ac­
cept the awards.
They will travel to Baltimore 
to attend the IFMA ’90 confer­
ence October 28-31, where they 
will accept the awards.
“Before Steelcase stepped in the 
only thing paid for was our ad­
mission to the conference and 
airfare. We would have had to
dip into our scholarship money 
for expenses,” Strong said.
After working with Dow 
Chemical USA in Midland, Prince 
Corporation in Holland, and Dow 
Coining in Midland, McAllister 
decided that she wanted a career 
in management of corporate fa­
cilities.
Upon her graduation in 1991 
she hopes to establish a  career as 
a facilities’”manager for a large 
corporation and pursue her mas­
ters in business.
Strong, a Cascade resident, 
works part-time in facilities man­
agement at the Amway Corpora­
tion.
Both Strong and McAllister are 
involved in forming an IFMA 
student chapter of the Student 
Facility Management Association. 
Strong is president, and McAllis­
ter is secretary.
“I’m grateful for the recogni­
tion Amy and I  have received, 
and the school has received,” 
Strong said. “It shows we’re going 
at the program the right way.”
tuition and fees and government 
grants.
- $26,366,434 from state aid.
- $27,823,448 from tuition, 
fees, room and board and ancil­
lary services provided by the 
university.
-$6,788,966 from other in­
state sources.
- $56,694 from local govern­
ments.
- $5,820,274 from out-of-state 
sources.
- $4.7 million from private
gifts and the endowment fund.
Nearly 62 percent of Grand 
Valley’s students are enrolled 
full-time,.
Since the first GV graduation 
1967, almost 20,000 students 
have earned GVSU degrees. 
During the 1989-90 academic 
year, 1,115 students received 
bachelor’s degrees and 259 mas­
ter’s degrees. An estimated 
eighty percent of all Grand Val­
ley State graduates remain in 
Michigan to pursue careers.
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WHEN: October 25.1990 4:30p.m.
WHERE: Portside. Kirkhof Center
WHO: Attendance required from all 
registered organizations.
WHY: We will be discussing allocations, 
organizational advertising and other beneficial
topics.
We will end with an open forum for campus 
concerns.
Refreshments will be provided for 
approximately 2-3 delegates from your 
organization.
SENATE NEWS
The Student Senate would like to 
announce a President's Ball 
Committee Meeting for anyone Inter­
ested. October 29th at 8:30 
In Kleiner Commons
Sutaomnnlttw; tncnm»
•Food and beverage 
•indoor Decoration 
•Outdoor Decoration 
•Flowers 
•Entertainment 
• Work orders 
‘ Treasury and Staffing 
•Publicity
Those interested call 895-3231
Sponsored by the Student Senate
November 24,1990 TheLanihom Page 3
More balanced academic 
schedule in the works
M arcy Bucy 
N ew s W riter
A new academic schedule is 
being researched to even out the 
time class meets. The biggest 
concern, according, to Rob 
Konopinski, Student Senate’s 
Public Relations chair, was that 
Monday night classes didn’t 
have a chance to mete before the 
drop/  add session. Two 
proposals are being considered: 
A) The fall semester starting 
on the Monday of the week 
before Labor Day (instead of on 
Wednesday) or B) classes would 
meet on Labor Day. The three 
days gained in either proposal 
would be added to Thanksgiving 
recess. This would enable an 
entire week off at Thanksgiving.
Each proposal had it’s pros 
and cons according to 
adm inistration, faculty and 
students. One negative effect to 
proposal A is professors argue 
that it wouldn’t give the students 
an adjustment period or a chance 
to talk with their faculties.
A principal draw back to the 
school on Labor Day is the 
absence of the COT staff and 
minimum Library, Physical
Plant and Security Staff. 
Discussion with department 
heads gave the security that with 
working together they might be 
able to manage the load without 
the full staff.
The poll, that was conducted 
by the Student Senate and 
researched by the Executive 
Committee of the Senate (ECS) 
discovered overwhelming results 
for proposal A.
Konopinski, reported 89% for 
this action (only 11% of the poll 
didn’t vote for this issue) and the 
ECS reported 49% for proposal 
A, 37% for B and 34% voting 
for neither.
The Senate tried to reach a 
wide variety o f  students 
including survey of dorms, on 
campus housing, and commuting 
students. Typical responses 
were, “Couldn’t we add a day 
other than Labor Day?” or “No 
family would want to give up 
Labor Day.” “Labor Day is a 
national holiday.”
A nother problem  is 
Thanksgiving. Professors and 
students are concerned that a 
week off at Thanksgiving could 
be detrimental to exams with a 
Christmas break shortly after.
RECYCLING from p. 1 _______
symbolically, to our society. It 
provides more beauty to our 
campus: a greater variety of 
beauty that we can all enjoy...It 
provides the botanists with an
opportunity to improve instruc­
tion. If you can do something 
such as recycling and get two 
more benefits out of it, it cer­
tainly is a worthwhile venture.”
:V*T?. d r-  ;.f V C t
HO T DOGS, SUBS & ICE CREAM
Special
500 for any Sub 
with Student I.D.
MON. - SAT. 
11:00 A M -10:00 PM 895-5487
Cliffs Notes answers your 
questions about literature as 
yau study and review Each is 
designed to help improve your 
grades and save you time.
Come in and see our Cliffs 
Notes display
PLAN from p. 1 _____________
Concerning academic facili­
ties, five suggestions were 
made.
First of all, future academic 
buildings should be built, as 
much as possible, in the existing 
academic areas. By keeping the 
academic buildings in a small 
area, a warm, friendly atmos­
phere can be maintained. In ad­
dition, a smaller academic area 
will make it easier for the stu­
dents and faculty of Grand Val­
ley to get from class to class.
Second, future academ ic 
buildings should not be con­
structed west of Campus Drive, 
in order to keep the number of 
times commuters have to cross 
traffic at a minimum.
Third, future academic build­
ings should be constructed in the 
areas north of AuSable Hall, 
north of Zumberge Library, and 
south of the Science budding.
Fourth, consideration should. 
be given to the development of a 
visual arts complex near the ex­
isting Cedar Studios.
Finally, a high plateau north of 
the visual arts complex would 
be an attractive site in which to 
construct additional academic 
buildings in the distant future. 
However, accessibility to this 
area would require at least one 
more footbridge to connect the 
plateau to the rest of the campus.
Three recommendations were 
made concerning parking and 
traffic flow.
Firs), future parking lots 
should be constructed just west 
of Campus Drive. This location
would allow the new parking 
lots to be connected along their 
west edges, making exiting on 
48th street less pf a problem. 
Also, this location would mini­
mize the number of times pedes­
trians would have to cross Cam­
pus Drive.
Second, that several intersec­
tions along Campus Drive 
should be reconstructed. This 
would help minimize traffic con­
gestion during “rush" hours, and 
also make left-hand turns easier.
Finally, vehicular traffic in 
academic building zones should 
continue to be restricted.
Concerning campus esthetics, 
five things were recommended.
First, that a green edge be 
maintained along Campus Drive, 
and also around as many parking 
lots as possible.
Second, that a  cul de sac be 
incorporated into the Lake 
Michigan Hall area. It is hoped 
that a cul de sac in this location 
would give first time Grand Val­
ley visitors a better sense of a 
“front door”. The existing two 
parking lots by Lake Michigan 
Hall currently give more of a 
“back door” feeling.
Third, that with the comple­
tion of the new M-45 in the late 
1990’s, the main entrance off of 
M-45 continue to be enhanced. 
It was also recommended that 
the main entrance of a future 
residential development, to be 
built on lands north of the cam­
pus currently ownd by Grand 
Valley Sate University, be 
aligned with the Grand Valley
^entrance.
Forth, the pedestrian mall on 
the South Campus should con­
tinue to be developed and en­
hanced. An arboretum would 
contribute to the esthetic value 
of this area.
Finally, that the university 
owned Grand River flood plain 
north of M-45 be developed into 
a p a r t
Concerning student housing it 
was recommended that future 
living areas and dorms should be 
considered on the plateau east of 
Pickard liv ing  Center and north 
of DeVos Living Center.
Also, if a “Greek Row” is de­
sired in the future, the area along 
Pierce St, on the south-west of 
the campus, should be used.
Included in the future develop­
ment of university owned lands, 
it has been recommended that 
one, or possibly two, golf 
courses be constructed on the 
300 acres along 48th Avenue.
While a private contractor 
would build and run the course, 
Grand Valley State University 
would continue to own the land. 
By doing this, the university 
would be guaranteed lands for 
future growth and development.
It must be noted that not all of 
the recommendations listed 
above will necessarily be carried 
out in the future.
Ronald VanSteeland said, 
“There are a number of concepts 
... which require further analysis, 
but die general direction is very 
instructive and will serve as a 
guide for our decision-making.”
Z E N IT H  DATA S Y S T E M S  IN N O V A TE S  A G A IN ™
Be sure to take part in the most exciting event on 
campus. Just drop in for some fun and a chance to 
win a Sony Discman with Speakers in Zenith Data 
Systems’ Rockin’ Raffle!
Win A Prize To The TUne Of S 10,000 In Our 
SOUND DECISIONS MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST!
When you stop by, you'll also find out how you 
can participate in the major musical event of the school 
year—Zenith Data Systems' SOUND DECISIONS 
MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST! You could win a $10,000 
Sony Surround Sound/Projection TV Home 
Entertainment Center; a Sony Discman with Speakers, 
a Sony Sports Walkman* or any of thousands of other 
great prizes!
M orePrizes Worth Singing About Just For 
Stopping By!
In addition to a chance at winning a Sony Discman 
in our on-campus raffle, you could take home a FREE 
C D - featuring a variety of popular recording artists -
Be Sure lb  Stop By And Find Out More 
About Our SOUND DECISIONS MUSIC 
TRIVIA CONTEST!
Hear Here:
For more information on our SOUND 
DECISIONS MUSIC TRIVIA CONTEST, 
call 1-800-553-0559
Hurry! Contest Ends November 15,1990!
Z E N I T H
data systems
Groupe Bull
No pore has* occm «rv vow wrier* protnoned by l*w Sec con lo t  rules on entry form (or complete deuili tm n u ird  retail v » h * p a c m * a  with Speaker*.
W e d n e s d a y  
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Thornburgh Visits GV
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor__________________ ;
Last Thursday, U.S. Attorney General Richard 
Thornburgh spoke to members of the Grand Valley 
community, mainly students and faculty. The At­
torney General spoke on a wide range of subjects, 
Mr. Thornburgh also gave a brief history of the of­
fice of Attorney General which celebrated its 200th 
anniversary last year.
Following his speech, Mr. Thornburgh received a 
standing ovation from the majority of the audience. 
One person whom did not stand was Professor 
James Thompson of the Political Science Depart­
m ent When asked to comment on an earlier ques­
tion and answer session the Attorney General held 
prior to the main speech, Professor Thompson had 
this to offer, “Shallow, trite, political and exactly 
what I expected. No surprises." Thompson later 
offered that the whole enterprise was phony and 
staged and that it was nothing short of “window 
dressing" and a “Republican fund-raiser."
During the Attorney General’s question and an­
swer session, which was held about half an hour 
before die actual speech to the Grand Valley com­
munity, Mr. Thornburgh alluded to the speech that 
he would later give within the hour and then fielded 
questions from students (something he did not do in 
the main presentation). The Attorney General 
fielded some ten or so questions from students 
which dealt with the drug war, censorship, weapon- 
bans and white-collar and violent crimes. On a 
number of these questions he gave very brief an­
swers that barely scratched the surface of the prob­
lems themselves.
When he spoke on the drug problem as a war, the 
Attorney General described what he called a “battle­
field of values” and how the nation has to stand 
together as a whole to educate the masses on the 
negative effects of drug use. Later he responded to 
' a question on legal drugs such as cigarettes, alcohol 
and prescribed narcotics by saying that society has, 
for years, tolerated these narcotics and that they are 
mainstream in many people’s lifestyles, but that so­
ciety won’t tolerate the use or sale of illegal narcot­
ics. Now this seems like a basic statement or re­
sponse to a valid question except that later the Attor­
ney General contradicted himself in saying that an­
other major problem in the drug war is that many 
people want to legalize drugs. Aren’t these people 
members of society? What society actually tolerates 
and what politicians say what society will tolerate 
are two completely different things.
Attorney General Thornburgh summed up his re­
sponses on the drug problem by saying that the drug 
war would be won within ten years. Not once 
throughout his speech did he offer nothing more 
than old solutions and existing programs to which to 
attribute this victory to, and there was absolutely no 
mention of any timeframe or battle plan for how this 
war would be won. When you are going to build a 
skyscraper within ten years, you should have your 
blueprints and your budget readily available for ref­
erence.
In his responses pertaining to censorship, Attor­
ney General Thornburgh had this to say, “We know
See ATTORNEY p.5
Who's side are we on?
Dear Editor
This is in regard to the article 
about yellow ribbons in support 
of our soldiers in the Middle 
East in the October 10 Lanthorn.
Almost 20 years ago, a distin­
guished scholar and philosopher, 
Kenneth Boulding, gave a lec­
ture here at GVSU. The national 
attention was on Asia but he 
warned that the Middle East was 
a powder keg ready to explode.
We have every right to ask
Censorship vs.
To the Editor:
In the October 10 issue of the 
Lanthorn, the Opinion Editor 
announced that he would censor 
(at least for the semester) virtu­
ally all letters dealing with the 
most important moral, legal, and 
social issue of our time.
Unfortunately, the words cen­
sor and censure sound alike. 
Censorship means to prohibit 
publication of pieces of artistic, 
literary or other work deemed 
offensive. It happens before the 
fact. To censure means to voice 
strong condemnation. It happens
what our national policy and 
goals are in the Middle East. 
Are we there to “defend democ­
racy” and “defend human 
rights"? Or are we there to de 
fend our consumptive lifestyle? 
Keep in mind that whatever else 
George Bush is, he is an oil­
man. Examine the record of this 
country over the past decade re­
garding defending democracy
See SIDE p.5
Over-exposure
after the fact.
The Soviet government has 
historically pensored (prevented 
publication, before the fact) any­
thing that negatively portrayed it 
or its system of communism. 
Recently, Joe Soviet Citizen has 
been able to censure (voice 
strong condemnation, after the 
fact) mistakes made by his lead­
ers.
When the American press 
picks and chooses to print only 
or primarily those things suppor­
tive of its left-of-center position,
See CENSORp.5
LAST WEEK U.S. ATTORNEY 
GENERAL, RICHARD 
THORNBURGH VISITED 
G.VS.U. AND IN HIS SPEECH 
HE SAID THAT THE BUSH 
ADMINISTRATION PLANS ON 
WINNING THE WAR ON DRUGS 
WITHIN TEN YEARS. DO YOU 
FEEL THAT THIS IS AN 
ATTAINABLE GOAL?
Sophomore, Electrical Engi­
neering
“Yes I do. Bush will win the 
war on drugs with in ten 
years if not sooner.”
A
Darrell Gantz 
Sophomore, Accounting
“No. There are too many 
drugs out there. How 
could he do that? The 
only way we can stop the 
war on drugs is by stop­
ping the government from 
selling drugs overseas.”
Jenny Holder
Sophomore, Health Science 
"1 don’t think they can stop 
the war on drugs even if 
they legalize them or not. 
It will always be a prob­
lem.”
Hillary Hal as 
Junior, Graphic Design
“No. The drugs will always be 
there. They will always find 
a way to get them into the 
country.”
Kurt Timmer 
Junior, Finance 
“Not really because there are 
so many drug problems to­
day.”
Tylor Chalfanl 
Junior, Physical Therapy 
“1 don’t think so. there will 
always be someone wanting 
to make that quick buck.”
Senior, Broadcasting 
“Not until they get their priori­
ties straight instead of spend­
ing money on ridiculous 
projects like star wars.”
Sharon McBride 
Senior, Accounting 
“No. I don’t feel that ten years 
is time enough to win the 
war on drugs.”
V
J
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Dear Editor
In the October 3rd issue of the 
Lanthom you printed “Some­
thing to think about" .The “Au­
thor Unknown” is actually the 
well known contemporary poet 
and novelist Marge Piercy. The 
item you printed is part of the 
last stanza of her poem “Right to 
Life," which appears in her 
volume The Moon is Always Fe- 
male (Knopf, 1980), as well as 
in Circles on the W ater Se­
lected Poems of Marge Pierev 
(Knopf, 1982).
I know that it is easy for such
a mistake to-occur (someone 
likes the poem, copies it for a 
bulletin board, passes it on to a 
friend who passes it on to a 
friend and, viola!—a mistake is 
bom). I ’m also sure that you 
and your staff share my concern 
that writers be properly ac­
knowledged for their work.
Perhaps you can think of a 
creative way to make up for this 
editorial lapse? I have two sug­
gestions. You might try to ob­
tain permission to quote Piercy’s 
poem in its entirety. The bit you 
printed (including the typo
ATTORNEY From p. 4 ----------
and/or refuses intelligent ex­
change on important issues, it 
has regressed to Soviet-style 
censorship. The only differences 
are the level on which the deci­
sion to censor is made, and who 
“benefits.” The defrauding of 
the reader remains the same.
Few civil people would con­
test the propriety of censoring 
information based on moral per­
suasion, such as censoring cer­
tain aspects of the construction 
of nuclear weapons, or success­
ful assassination techniques. 
The Lamhorn should have re­
fused to publish the porno­
graphic photo of the buck-naked 
woman in last semester’s last is­
sue because such publication 
demeans women and promotes 
the view that women are men’s 
playthings.
This letter censures (strongly 
condemns) the decision to cen­
sor the entire GVSU commu­
nity’s free and public exchange 
of important ideas on the page 
“devoted’’ to that purpose (ac­
cording to Lamhorn Letters Pol­
icy). The censorship which the 
Lamhorn now engages in is 
based on manipulation, and hin­
ders the free exchange of ideas 
and information. /
Does anyone else care? 
Sincerely,
Dan Hobbs
L a n th o m
L ette rs
P o licy
The Opinion section is a 
section devoted to express­
ing the personal, views of 
members of the GVSU 
community. Letters should 
be addressed to the Opinion 
Editor, Lanthom, Kirkhof 
Center. Anonymous opin­
ions will not be printed. For 
purposes o f  verification 
only, phone numbers and 
student ID numbers must 
accompany letters.
Please limit letters to 300 
words. The Lanthom re­
serves the right to edit for 
space and readability.
SA T U R D A Y
1
W here Life's 
Questions  
Are Answered
EVERY SATURDAY N IG HT  
6:00 pm - CALVARY CHURCH  
1-96 at E ast Beltline -  c h il d  c a r l  p r o v id e d
i i t  I I  l .  A  J »  FOR S1NGIC 0 H IY . .M I  FOR INFORMAL DISCUSSION Talk It Over -  AND REFRESHMENTS FOLLOV/IHG 3ATURDAY
“shapes” instead of “shares”) re­
ally doesn't do the poem justice. 
You also might consider writing
an tiriicle about Piercy. She 
even has a Grand Valley connec­
tion: she taught here in the Uni­
versity’s early days. Her poems 
include titles like “The Greater 
Grand Rapids Lover" and "The 
Lansing bad penny come again 
blues.” Rumor has it that one of 
her novels is based on her Grand 
Valley experiences (a fascinating 
topic for a future Lanthom fea­
ture!).
Susan Swartz lander
Assistant Professor
English Department
CENSOR From p.4 m m
the difference between the artis­
tic and hardcore pornography/ 
obscenity.” Most people do 
know the difference between 
these two absolute extremes but, 
where an individual draws the 
line between these two extremes 
is as variable and different as the 
individual themselves. For Mr. 
Thornburgh to offer such an un­
original and textbook answer to 
such a timely and important 
question shows one of two 
things: he is very uneducated on
the subjects that he speaks on or, 
he simply wanted to hurry to get 
upstairs to his actual speech.
There is no room for compro­
mise in the great melting pot we 
call the United States of America 
and for any one politician to 
lump the people of the United 
States together by referring to us 
all as “society” or by offering an 
answer that we have all heard 
over and over again shows the 
politician's contempt and for the 
masses and nothing less.
SIDE From p.4 _
and human rights around 
world. We’ve sup] 
cruel dictators when il 
been in our national i n t e i i K  
to do so. And we drop them 
when it is in our national 
interest to do so. We sup­
ported Saddam Hussein for 
years when he served our in­
terests. It may be that our
support for him deceived him 
into thinking he could get away 
with what he started out to do!
Has our military stance and 
militant rhetoric trapped Hussein 
and ourselves into a situation 
that will lead to real war? If the 
Mid-East powder keg goes off it 
will have consequences too far- 
reaching and horrible to imagine.
There must be alternatives to 
military action. But oil-man 
Bush is not seeking them.
Yes, SUPPORT OUR 
GUYS IN THE MID-EAST 
— BRING THEM HOME — 
ALIVE!!
Sincerely,
Professor Dan Andersen
Physics Department
Saturday, October 27 Copeland, Kistler, and Robinson
Wharf from 8 pm - midnight There will be several con tests 
for prizes including one for dancing and one for the best 
costume. The theme for the dance is “The Livest Production 
of the Year.”
On November 19 and 
December 7, Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Incorporated will be 
identifying , two families in the 
Grand Rapids area to receive 
Thanksgiving and Christmas 
food baskets.
On October 29-30, the 
Fraternity will be in the Kirkhof 
Center mam entrance from noon 
until 1 pm to kick off the food 
drive. After this time, the box
( • S §I£V „ ^
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Ed Fiala rounds up laughs
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
On October 18, Ed Fiala came to the 
Kirkhof Center for a full hour of breaking up 
the Grand Valley audience with round after 
round of insults, jokes, and all-around great 
humor.
In case you’ve never heard of Ed Fiala 
before now, you may have seen him on cable 
TV in stand-up comedy shows, in an 
appearance on Johnny Carson, and writing 
some material for the TV show ‘The 
Simpsons."
Well... nobody’s perfect 
But perfect was just what Fiala’s act was, as 
he started off with a bang by doing several 
hilarious impressions for the audience. 
Among his repertoire of gags was a kid 
sticking his fingers in a fan, William 
‘‘Refrigerator’’ Perry hailing a taxi, and so on.
The most hilarious impression had to be of 
an Arkansas state trooper who stopped Fiala 
for a traffic violation. The amount of laughter 
in the room after that joke proved Fiala hit it 
big indeed.
The second part of Fiaia’s monologue 
revolved around buying cars and options on 
the cars we look at. The snickers continued as 
somehow the car jokes turned into jokes 
having to do with people without thumbs or 
elbows.
The family made up an important part of 
Fiala's fmal half-hour on stage. Tales of life 
with his father playing such games as war 
with automatic weapons and real ammo, made
PHOTO BY JASON DENNY 
Ed Fiala is so funny he makes himself laugh.
Alpha Phi Alpha holds 
charity food drive
will remain in the Kirkhof 
Center main entrance until 5 pm 
November 9.
Alpha Phi Alpha asks that 
people help support this 
worthwhile endeavor by 
donations of cans and oilier non- 
perishable food items only. 
“Your participation would be 
greatly appreciated,’’ said 
Fraternity adviser, Antoinette 
Wilson.
the
/ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------^
Escapes
October 25-31:
2£t2£i__Michigan Wildlife Art Festival-West, Grand Center,
Grand Rapids (weekend pass= $3.00).
2&_Cabaret Pop Concert, Grand Rapids Symphony. For tickets 
or more information, call 454 - 9457.
7:30 pm: Ghoulfest X, Halloween Concert by Kent 
Philharmonia Orchestra, Fountain Street Church. Tickets $3 for 
regular fee, $2 for students and seniors. Tickets available at 
GRJC Music Office or at door, if available.
2Si. 7 pm, Henry Johnson, guitar, in the second Classic Jazz in 
a Classical Setting series concert sponsored by St. Cecilia Music 
Society, the West Michigan Jazz Society and WGVU 88.5 FM in 
the Royce Auditorium at St. Cecilia. Tickets: $14.50 through St. 
Cecilia.
2ZL Z oo Frightfest, John Ball Park Zoo, Grand Rapids.
Grand Rapids Art Museum's Jumpin’ Jack-o-Lantem Pumpkin 
Carving Woricshop.
30l 7:30 pm at First United Methodist Church on Fulton at 
Barclay, Dr. James Qoode, Professor of History at GVSU, will 
speak.on his experiences on a recent trip to the Middle East His 
topic is “Israel, Jordan, Palestine.” For more information call 
Betty Ford, 942-4713.
EXTRA:
The Belknap Ice Arena is open now for ice skating.
Hours are:
Sun - Wed: 6- 7:45 pm
Fri: 8- 9:45 pm
Sat: 2-3:45 pm, 8-9:45 pm
Campus Life Coming Attraction:
Dr. Truth will be returning again this year in November.
V___________  J
T e n  p e r c e n t  o f  U
BY Sasha Bates
Campus Life Writer
Their names are “Michael” 
and “Denise.” Michael is 27 
and working on his graduate 
degree in social work. 
Denise is 19 and a 
sophomore here on campus. 
They each make up one half 
of the presidency of an 
organization that is virtualy 
unknown to most of Grand 
Valley’s student
organization. The name of 
the organization is TEN 
PERCENT OF U. The name 
originates from a statistic that 
says ten percent of the 
population of the United 
States in homosexual.
Michael and Denise are 
both gay and preside over the 
grpup which functions 
mainly as a support group for 
gays and lesbians here at 
Grand Valley.
Unfortunately, the prejudices 
held by some of the students 
and faculty have made it 
necessary for them to 
assume other names in this 
article. “Denise” is very 
active in sports and with the 
music department here on 
campus. She feels that if 
people were to associate her 
with this article and learn 
that she is gay, prejudice 
might be developed against 
her. They wouldn’t be
giving her any credit for being a 
normal human being with 
feelings and emotions.
The club started last year by 
two men and a woman who 
decided that a support group for 
gays was needed at Grand 
Valley. Its main purposes were 
to establish a place for gays to 
meet, socialize, and to discuss 
various problems and issues 
faced by the gay population at 
large. The club is not a large 
one; its original membership of 
eight members has expanded to 
about fifteen this year.
Each of the club offices 
is held by co-officers: a man 
and a woman for every position. 
Aside from the usual four offices 
(president, vice-president, 
secretary, and treasurer) there 
are what is known as facilitators 
whose basic function is to keep 
the meetings running smoothly 
and to plan social events.
When asked if he thought that 
the group was effective, Michael 
replied that he felt that there was 
a definite need for the group. 
Just knowing that it exists and 
that there is a place people can 
go to find help and others like 
them is a tremendous comfort. 
For a person with a feeling of 
intense loneliness and isolation, 
it is a great comfort to find 
support when none was 
expected. An unwritten goal for 
Ten Percent of U is to build 
membership thus letting gay
men and women know that 
they aren’t alone in the world; 
other people arc feeling the 
same emotions and having the 
same sorts of problems. 
Conversely, the goal to build 
membership is designed to 
realize another long term goal: 
to elim inate any need 
whatsoever for a support 
group.
The support the 
organization has received has 
been mainly from the Student 
Life Office. Michael and 
Denise expressed great 
appreciation for this help. 
Most of the other support 
given to Ten Percent Of U has 
been verbal support from 
faculty members. The people 
who are supportive need to 
speak out and let others know 
how they feel. Michael stated 
that when one minority is 
threatened, all other minorities 
are also threatened.
Anyone interested in 
becoming a part of Ten 
Percent Of U or just attending 
a meeting, is invited to do so. 
Confidentiality is stressed at 
every meeting and what goes 
on there does stay there. In 
order to find out more about 
Ten Percent of U, call the 
Student Life Office at X - to 
receive information about 
meeting times and places.
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PHOTO OF THE WEEK
Students believe in foreign cars
(CPS) - Sixty percent of the nation’s collegians say they 
probably will buy a foreign car after graduation, a survey of 
1,024 students nationwide by Roper Campus Reports found. 
Nevertheless, about 57 percent of the students who already 
own cars are driving American-made models. Thirty percent 
of them own Asian-made cars, up from 24 percent the last 
lime Roper did a car survey in 1988.
1991 BSN 
STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force 
immediately after gradua­
tion — without waiting for the 
llts of your State Boards. You 
earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili­
ty To apply, you'll need an overall 
2 50 GPA. Get a head start in the 
Air F o rce  Call
I 'SAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
COLLECT (313) 463-8599
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —  v
CAMPUS CALENDAR
DctQiKri5.-,.31i
Thursday:
Noon: Lunchbrcak Series, Stockholm Trio, (piano/strings), LAT in Calder 
9 pm: Night Club Series, FOUR GUYS STANDING AROUND AND SINGING,
Promenade Deck in Kirkhof
Friday:
7 pm: UPB Film Series Alien. 132 LHH
Sunday:
10:30 am: Dialogue Worship, Portside, Kirkhof 
6:30 pm: Catholic Mass, 132 LHH
Monday:
Noon: Lunchbreak Series, Bell ‘Arte Duo (one-act opera), LAT in Calder 
Day, of Dead Exhibit begins in Calder — runs until Nov. 29.
flMnssday;
Noon & 4 pm: Excellence in Leadership Seminar Fundraising (& at 9 pm in Residence
Hall)
7:15 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellowhip, Kleiner B 
9 pm: UPB Film Series, The Little Mermaid. 132 LHH 
9 pm: Mid-Week Study Group, 224 Commons
V_____________________________________________________________________________________ )
-----------------------------------^
GVSU Concert
Band Welcomes 
New Members
The GVSU Concert 
Band is starting practices 
soon for its November 28 
concert. No audtions are 
needed, only a preliminary 
meeting. Rehearsals will 
be Monday - Thursday, 3- 
4:30 pm. For more
in fo rm a tio n , c o n ta c t  
Professor Ron Homish at x 
- 3438 or the Music office 
at x - 3484.
I________
CALLUS!
( ! ) 669-8800
2732 P o r t  Sheldon S
DOMINO’S / ^ ®  PIZZA PACK.
Track* m.Hf 0
Gather your friends and order 
a minimum of five - 12” medium 
custom-made pizzas with one 
topping on each, in p a n  
or original crust at only
Plus, receive a 
FREE 2 liter bottle 
o f  Coke Classic, with your order.
(additional toppings 75? er,'_h per pizza) 
(add more 12" pizzas at $5.00 each) 
expires November 7, 1990
vu
SS-oo
per pizza
<n• 6
z
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AT SERA TEC,
WE DON’T BELIEVE IN 
TAKING CHANCES, 
THAT’S WHY W E..
• Use sterile, Disposable Equipment 
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated
• Require a Physical Exam Prior To 
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
• Physical is FREE
•Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids
Virus . ,
a  D i o r - i c r m t  A n r i  Rplnxinn Environment
H E IR  U S  H E L P  P E O P L E  W H O  N E E D  P L A S M A
EARN $30°° A WEEK DONATING PLASMA
NEW  DONORS RECEIVE
B0HUS
On Your 1st Donation
(With This Coupon)
Loca l ID R equ ired
1
J
SERA TEC BIOLOGICALS
1973 S. DIVISION 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
CALL OR STOP BY 
TUES. - FRI. 7 A.M. - 5 P.M. 
CLOSED M O N .
(616) 241 - 6335
Pa(?e8 The I t h o r n  (X'iobcr24, 1990
Bush Speaks In Grand R
r i l O l  ()  n 't  J A S t ) \  I )| W ' l
An, irrcy I hornbur% \peak v about priorities in the Hush A,lmim \tratton
The President Ral 
Republican Can
Attorney General R 
Speaks at
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
United States Attorney General Ri< 
of students and area citizens at C 
October 18.
Speaking before a group consoti  
community leaders, and polit ician 
outlined the main goals o f  the !i 
office.
Thornburgh began wi th a brief 1 t 
and went on to say that there a:e 
ar m s  (if the Justice IVp . i r in ie ’ ’ 
Adn. i  n : si i at ion and tlie I HI 
T h o r n b u r g h  o u t l i ned  lou ;  e 
i idmmist rat ion to ssorh on m i m e d  
i lie I i i  si pi  ,oi i ts is u i i nl  dm 
noted that all the o k . nine and 1. - 
1 homl ' i i i  ch ,i 1 >i i  m e m  a o n  f ''
I he sc \ ' ' i d  i- to m :
I ,
! \(  ' I
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apids
lies Support For 
did ate Engler
chard Thornburg 
GVSU
hard Thornburgh addressed a group 
abins A-D of the Kirkhof Center
ig of  approximately 500 students, 
; running for office, Thornburgh 
ninistration’s top law enforcement
jr> of  the At torney General posit ion 
w ''i.OOO employees in the various 
jc! mclude the Drug Enforcement
c i l i c  p r io r i t i e s  fo r  the Bush
1
ill \ ol the "scourge of drugs. l ie  
l t: .c I 'mted States comes from outside the country, 
sic: ,e o f  a I 'm ted Nations drug convent ion consist ing o f  SO 
i: ,d ,u t i \  i tv ami \>. iuk ing to stop the drug trade,
c.i .nd "whi te  col lar cr ime,"  such as the Savings and Loan 
p, rs S500 tri l l ion in the long run.
p :lCs base been estahlished m the last tw o  years to aid the 
ct)s-11\ and he also mentioned that the task forces also are
r ,ud l i ban I Vs eh 'pment
r • , a j i i t i v  . d D m  ■ cued, die third, pnori ts
, ;c p gc ! . ; ■ Aid be the u u m i  ol a \ lolctit cm
nr said
(J. ;ssion ot Gi.uiges m the habeas corpus system, which is 
t u  ||e noted ’dial esersone h a s  a right to ludicial res less. 
fu er to accomplish
iv a ith the cr imina l  not ice students and tacuity,  ssell as 
i t .aty's GSth Distr ict  ( Gun seat
|\ ,st proposed cal led fam i l ies  and Courts I ogether 
lea" and said he would present the I A C I  program in an 
, ; | t ) (  I s on the 1 a m i l s . (leaded b> Dr  James Dobson.
Bush backs Engler in the gubernatorial race.
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
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"O N L Y  W O R K IN G  
S  S M O K E  
D E T E C T O R S  
S A V E  L IV E S "
f  as many as hall ol America's smoke detectors are not 
working because ol old or missing balteries.
Start a new habit that will help your best delense 
against lire do ils job it you ever need it.
When you change your clock Irom daylight-saving 
time October 28. change the batteries in your smoke 
deteclors and flashlights, too.
A message from 
your fire 
department 
and burn center, 
(t) 1990 Evcready 
Battery Co., Inc.
harvest of values
P H A R M A C Y
■  ■  ■  PIERSMA'S COUPON
COKE
2 LITER
PRICES GOOD OCT. 23-27
r
ADDITIONAL OB WITHOUT COUPON 99' 
EXPIRES 10-27 90
PIERSMA'S COUPON ■  ■  ■
H I-D R I
M TOWELS
2 / $ 1
LIM IT 2
A D D IT IO N A L  O R  W IT H O U T  C O U P O N  59' 
EXPIRES 10-27-90
G AL
PIERSMA'S COUPON ■  ■  ■
LOWFAT
MILK
$ | 8 9
LIMIT
ADDITIONAL OR WITHOUT COUPON $ 1 .9 9  
EXPIRES 10-27-90
PIERSMA'S COUPON ■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
DOZ.
KLEENEX!
FROM COLOR 
NEGATIVE
J
PIERSMA’S COUPON I ■  ■  ■  ■  9
EXTRA LARGE ! 
EGGS
C !
LIMIT _  
2 ■ 
I
I
■ i 
I  
■ 
I  
I  
I  
I
A D D IT IO N A L  o r  W IT H O U T  C O U P O N  89' 
EXPIRES 10 27-90
175 CT
R E G . $1.09 •  EXPIRES 10-27 90
■  PIERSMA'S P H A R M A C Y * ■  ■  ■  I 
P H O T O  D E P A R T M E N T  S P E C IA L
COLOR ENLARGEMENT
5x7..............99C
sxio.........$1.99
a d d it io n a l  c o u p o n s  a v a i l a b l e  in  s t o r e
PLEASE PRESENT COUPON WHEN 
SUBMITTING YOUR ORDER
C A N D Y  •  C A N D Y  •  C A N D Y
BABE RUTH & 
BUTTERFIIMGER
BAG
16 OZ.
M IX  or M A TC H
SNACK SIZE
• REESE'S • 3 MUSKETEER 
• MILKY WAY • SNICKERS • KIT KAT
BAG
7 OZ. BAG
8 OZ. 
BAG
1 LB. BAG
12 OZ. BAGS
P e a n u t  13 l e t t e r '
i M ^ m m
16 OZ. BAG
• BRACH'S 
CANDY CORN OR 
MELLOWCREMES
» PEANUT BUTTER 
KISSES
• CHOCOLATE 
PUMPKINS OR 
CRISPYCORN
• TOOTSIE CANDY 
MIDGIES OR 
FLAVOR ROLLS
BAG
^  PUMPKIN 
CARVERA SAFE WAY FOR KIDS TO CARVE• NO sharp edges • double sawtoothBLADE FOR EASY CUTTING
^  9 9 c
= i l  FLUORESCENT
F nI hair  spray
4  CONFETTI STRING
§ g  3  2 / $ 3 0 0
HALLOWEEN 
MAKE-UP KITSCHOOSE FROM AN ASSORTMENT OF CHILDREN OR ADULT KITS
$ < J 8 8
# 2 L  CERAMIC PUMPKIN 
CANDLE HOLDER
$ 1 2 9
m  J  GLOW IN THE DARK 
JbT M *  12'' BENDABLE 
SKELETON
n w i  Q Q Cj f r ^ W W  each
/ SCx S t k
HALLOWEEN 
SOUNDS TAPE
30 M IN U TE S  LONG
$ * | 4 9
H A L L O W E E N
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By Kristoffer Gair
Have you ever had that feeling 
that you’ve been somewhere be­
fore even if you haven’t set foot 
in that area in your life? -
As a child I remember riding 
bus 14, staring out the window 
and feeling that I had been in 
that same seat staring out the 
window before. I figured that I 
had dreamed it or I really had 
been there before... sometime... 
somewhere.
Little did I know at the age of 
seven that this feeling was called 
deja vu.
Others have, felt this before, 
some may not know the-name 
but now that Time/Life has a se­
ries of books out, more and more 
call it deja vu (and not refer to a 
club in Lansing).
Have you ever had that feeling
when I was in my car, I  went 
one way, forgot something and 
found myself driving the same 
way, but in the opposite direc-
that you’ve been somewhere be­
fore even if you haven’t set foot 
in that area in your life?
As a child I remember riding 
bus 14, staring out die window 
and feeling that I had been in 
that same seat staring out the 
window before. I figured that I 
had dreamed it or I really had 
been there before... sometime... 
somewhere.
Woooah. That was weird.
Have you ever had that feeling 
that you’ve been somewhere be­
fore but you were going in the 
opposite, direction?
After a long investigation, I 
have finally discovered the sci­
entific name for this phenomena: 
vuja de.
I first felt vuja de this summer
Wilson Phillips
“Wow,” I thought “That was 
weird.”
The funny thing about vuja de 
is you’ll never know when it’ll 
happen.
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By Amy Lutz
By Andrew Kar
Entertainment editor
Last week’s review of Ghost 
was written by Michelle VanDe- 
Creek.
Wednesday, I saw the film 
that opened the New York Film 
Festaval. The film of the year. 
One of those rare cinamatic 
events that unfolds with a quiet 
grace that lashes out at you. The 
film is Miller's Crossing.
Describing this film in print is 
sort of like decribing red to a 
man bom blind. I exagerate, but 
only slightly.
Tom (Gabriel Byrne) is the 
right hand man to Irish mobster
Miller's Crossing
Leo (Albert Finney). Leo runs 
the city completely. As he put it, 
if he does not know something 
in his town, it is not worth 
knowing.
Leo’s control over the town is 
being challenged by Johnny Cas­
per (Jon Polito), an Italian rack­
eteer who is being hurt finan­
cially by Bemie Bembaum (John 
Turturro). Bemie is under Leo’s 
protection and he will not allow 
Casper to kilLBemie because of 
Verna (Marcia Gay Harden), 
Bemie’s sister and Leo’s lover.
. Also Tom’s lover.
Tom thinks Verna is a grifter, 
and Leo would be foolish to start 
a war with Casper over Bemie.
Mr. Destiny
He will go to any length to pro­
tect L eo .. .  or will he?
That is the basic set-up. After 
the start of the film, all bets are 
off. Things do not go as you ex­
pect or as you might want them 
to. Joel and Ethan Coen have 
taken this sort of film to a new 
level of detail, characterization, 
and plot A film like this is 
needed to remind a man just how 
good a movie can get.
Miller’s Crossing will surprise 
and shock you, amaze and 
amuse you. It is currently the 
most entertaining two hours on 
the market. By all means use 
your money for this movie.
When you find yourself 
hum m ing som ething as 
disgusting as alsong by the 
New Kids On The Block, 
count on it being PMS (Post 
Midterm Syndrome).
In an attempt to find 
som ething with talent, 
physical* appeal, not in 16- 
year-old rock magazines, 
(get the idea yet?) substance, 
anything but those damn 
guys dancing around and 
thrusting their privates out 
towards screaming girls 
(there, I said it), I searched 
music, shelves all over.
After looking long and 
hard, there appeared on the 
horizon, Wilson Phillips. 
Little did I know they were 
actually around the age of 
2 2 . W ow ! I co u ld  m arry 
one! W hat’s even more 
interesting is the fact that 
they’re popular for their 
music, not looks.
E ntertainm ent W eekly 
only gave them an average 
rating. Well, since when do 
they like what the public 
does anyway? I guess that’s 
the beauty of being a critic. I 
like them, therefore they 
receive a high rating.
It’s ironic, however, that 
the first three popular songs 
released as singles are the 
first three on the album. 
They are, as released in 
order as they appear on side 
one, “Hold On,” “Release
Me” and “Impulsive.”
Now, in most cases, that’s 
all one would expect to be 
hits off an album, unless it 
was something from Michael 
Jackson. Fortunately, it  
doesn’t end there. . n .
Several other tunes have 
major potential to be hits, 
some bigger than the ones 
already released. They are 
“Next To You (Someday I’ll 
Be),” “Eyes Like Twins” and 
“The Dream Is Still Alive.”
I have yet to meet 
somebody who has the 
album and say they can’t 
stand it, though I’ll admit I 
have a friend who hasn’t 
heard them very much and. 
pukes every time I want to 
play them (sorry Don).
T h e re  is  a  soulfu l b len d  o f
vocals mixed with light 
instrum ents for a very 
unique outcome. It’s also 
very good study music.
I guess you just have to 
trust me, buy it on sale at 
Meijers and listen to it. 
Wilson Phillips is beyond 
whatever praise I can give 
them.
If you only buy one light 
pop album this year, this is 
the one!
Next Week: Hmm, might 
be the new Information 
Society, if I can find it on 
sale, 'otherw ise possibly 
Fiona or Warrant Who can 
think during Midterms???
By Shellie VanDeCreek
Entertainment Writer
Mr. Destiny stars James Be- 
lushi, Linda Hamilton, Michael 
Caine, and Rene Russo.
James Belushi plays Larry 
Burrows, an average guy with a 
nice wife, a house in the sub­
urbs, and an average job. His 
only regret in life is that he 
struck out at his high school 
championship baseball game and 
lost it.
The movie opens on his 35th 
birthday, everything is going
wrong. No one remembers his 
birthday, he loses his job, his car 
breaks down, and worst of all, he 
doesn’t get his Wheaties in the 
morning.
He just doesn’t know what to 
do until he meets Mike (Caine). 
Mike is a friendly bartender that 
is about to change Larry’s life. 
He just plays with destiny a little 
bit, and makes it so Lairy hit that 
baseball.
Suddenly, Larry, has every­
thing he ever wanted. He is 
president of the company he 
used to work for, married to the
owner’s beautiful daughter 
(Russo), and richer than he ever 
could have imagined. Unfortu­
nately, nothing is without snags, 
first of all, his wife from his 
other life (Hamilton) is married 
to someone else and also works 
for his company. He discovers 
that he has a beautiful but vin­
dictive mistress (played by 
Courtney Cox), and he also real­
izes that he has been quite a jerk 
for the past twenty years. Hey, 
nothing is perfect, now is it?
Actually, everything is going 
okay until Larry decides he
wants his cake and wants to eat 
it, too. (This has always seemed 
like a stupid phrase to me, I 
mean, isn’t the purpose of cake 
to eat it? Oh well, it seems to fit 
here.) He wants his old wife and 
his new life. Too bad for him 
that she can’t stand him and that 
he is already married to his 
boss’s daughter. Who, by the 
way, is wonderfully portrayed by 
Rene Russo, and is also the inno­
cent victim of this mess.
Anyway, what do you'think 
happens in a movie where a man 
gives up everything he has for
everything he ever wanted? You 
got it, he is miserable. Actually, 
the best line from the movie 
comes from Ms. Hamilton when 
he tries to explain how happy 
they were together, “If we were 
so happy, why did you give it 
up?” This onemakes him think.
It was a wonderful movie even 
with a predictable ending. It 
gets the point across that things 
are the way they are for a reason. 
I highly recommend it, espe­
cially for those of you out there 
who always say to yourself, 
“What if?”
— 1.&1 mjtidWd
Football stops #9 Ashland cold
By Sarah Stinson
Editor in  C h ief
A strong offensive effort in the 
first half and a tough Laker 
defense held off number nine 
ranked Ashland U niversity 
Saturday, 14-3 fo r sole 
possession of first place in the 
MIFC.
The Lakers got off to a rough 
beginning, fumbling three times 
on their first drive before being 
forced to punt to Ashland on 
fourth and nine.
The GV offense quickly 
pulled it together against the 
Eagle defense, however, which 
was ranked first in the 
conference going into Saturday’s 
contest.
Grand V alley’s defense 
showed some strength of their 
own, however, . holding the 
Ashland offense to only one yard 
on their first drive before 
punting away to give the Laker 
offense another opportunity.
They took advantage of it 
immediately, as quarterback 
Jack Hull connected on a lateral 
pass to tailback Isaiah Lipsey, 
who romped 80 yards for the 
first score of the game.
Miguel Sagaro kicked the 
extra point, and GV was up 7-0 
le s s  than fou r m in u tes in to  the
game."
The Lakers were able to find 
the end zone again just into the
second quarter, this time on a 
one yard run by junior fullback 
Eric Lynch.
Grand Valley went into the 
locker room with a comfortable 
lead against the tough Eagle 
squad, and with the Laker 
defense holding AU to only 94 
yards in the first half.
The second half became a 
defensive struggle, with both 
teams shutting the opponents 
offenses down.
The Laker defense shut down 
AU’s high powered offense 
throughout the second half, 
particularly on two separate 
occasions when they denied the 
Eagles touchdowns twice on first 
and goal.
Ashland was knocking at the 
door midway through the third 
quarter, but couldn’t get'over the 
goal line from the one on three 
auempts. The Eagles settled for 
a field goal, to put the score at 
14-3, but the GV defense had 
proved their point 
Mare Bland said on their goal 
line effort, “It was just do or die 
time for us; we knew we had to 
suck it up and we simply out- 
executed them.”
The fourth quarter was a 
repeat effort for the defense, as 
Ashland had a first and goal 
from the seven in Laker territory 
with about eight minutes 
remaining.
They gained four yards on
third down, but then had to 
attempt a  field goal on fourth 
from the three.
This time, the Lakers 
pressured enough that even the 
field goal, attempted by Brian
Seward, was unsuccessful.
L inebacker coach Bobby 
Howard commented that, “They 
really met the challenge of being 
on the goal line, the play there 
was excellent and I was really 
happy with that."
Although Grand Valley held 
the highly ranked Eagles to only 
three points, the Laker coaching 
staff still feels that they are not 
playing to their potential and that 
there is room for improvement 
One aspect of the GV squad 
that has consistently played well 
despite a great deal of adversity, 
this season, however, is the 
offensive line.
They have been consistently 
plagued with injuries, 
particularly to Sam Pallottini and 
Chris Tiede, who have been out 
for much of the season.
Pallottini, was injured, came 
back, and was then reinjured, 
and Tiede just returned for last 
weekend’s game.
Assistant coach Todd Monken 
commented, “This was Chris’ 
first game in three weeks, and he 
really did ^good job.”
Junior offensive guard Bill 
McGory added that, “Injuries
See FOOTBALL p. 16
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There he goes! Ike Lypsey sprints down the sideline for a long TD 
trunhat put Grand Valley on the scoreboard 7 -0.
(
Volleyball team increases record
L a d y  l a k e r s  w e r e  o n e  f o r  o n e  i n  d u a l  t e a m  c o m p e t i t i o n
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
In dual team competition last 
week Grand Valley’s volleyball 
team went one for one, increas­
ing their conference record to 
6-3 with a win at Hillsdale.
The Lakers didn’t fare quite 
as well in a weekend tourna­
ment at Lewis, but Coach Joan 
Boand was happy with the 
women’s play, despite a 1-4 
tourney record.
On Tuesday, the Lakers vis­
ited Hillsdale where they 
claimed another conference 
victory in four games. GVSU 
won game one 15-7, lost game 
two 10-15, then proceeded to 
take games three and four, 15- 
11, 15-13. Coach Boand stated 
that the team played fair, but 
not as good as they’re capable 
of.
Over the weekend, Grand 
Valley traveled to Lewis State 
University where they met 
some tough competition.
The Lakers’ first match was 
against Florida Southern Uni­
versity who came into the
match sporting a perfect record. 
GVSU surprised Florida South­
ern with a 15-9 victory in game 
one, but Florida regained its 
composure, taking three straight 
games, 15-3,15-8,15-2.
Grand Valley’s lone win of the 
tournament came in match two 
versus Metro. State'  (CO), a 
tough five-game battle. The 
Lakers struggled through game 
one to a disappointing 15-17 loss 
before turning the tables for a 
15-4 drubbing of Metro. Metro 
State once again reversed the 
outcome, taking game three 15- 
8. GVSU then dug in its heels 
and took games four and five, 
15-13,15-12.
Match three pitted Grand Val­
ley against tournament host Le­
wis State University in another 
five-game clash. Unfortunately 
for the Lakers the end result was 
different; the Flyers won 2-15, 
15-9, 12-15,15-5,15-10.
Coach Boand said that the loss 
was the biggest disappointment 
of the weekend; play in the fifth- 
game lie-breaker wasn’t what it 
should’ve been.
Grand Valley’s fourth match
of the weekend can be 
summed up with one of Coach 
Boand’s comments on the pre­
vious match with Lewis: “It 
was like poking a balloon with 
a pin and letting all the air 
out.” That’s just what seemed 
to happen as the Lakers lost to 
Minnesota-Duluth 10-15, 8- 
15,11-15.
GVSU finally regrouped for 
their fifth and final opponent 
of the weekend, Ferris State 
University. The Lakers played 
solid volleyball against their 
conference rival, taking the 
match to four games as op­
posed to Ferris’ quick three 
game sweep over Grand Val­
ley earlier in the season. The 
Lakers took game one 17-15 
before faltering 3-15,14-16,4- 
15.
On an additional note, Mary 
Olszewski was honored for her 
efforts over the weekend by 
being placed on the all-tourna­
ment team.
In upcoming action the Lak­
ers will host Lake Superior 
State University on Friday,
October 26 at 7 p.m.♦
' Men's soccer dominates 
game against S.V.S.U.
By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer
Grand Valley men’s soccer re­
corded their first victory with an 
impressive 5-1 win over Sagi­
naw Valley State University, and 
followed with a 3-3 tie at 
Hillsdale the next day.
Grand Valley's first victory 
did not come that easy. After 
playing a terrible first half, the 
Lakers found themselves losing 
1-0.
“We weren’t playing as a 
team,” remarked Bob Waypa. 
“At half the team regrouped and 
decided we wanted to win.” The 
Lakers did just that scoring five 
goals in the second half.
Five minutes into halftime 
Russ Chudy scored for the Lak­
ers tying the game at 1-1, Bob 
Waypa then found the net for the 
Lakers go ahead goal. With the 
momentum changing Grand Val­
ley began to apply continuous 
offensive pressure.
The Lakers struck once again 
when Bemd Joachim beat Sagi­
naw Valley’s goaltendcr for his 
second goal of the season. Zach 
Kabat struck next, scoring the 
Lakers fourth goal. Bob Waypa
ended the scoring, when he re­
corded his second goal of the 
night in a Laker 5-1 route of 
Saginaw Valley.
With one days rest Grand Val­
ley traveled to Hillsdale, only 
bringing nine players, opposed 
to the normal eleven players.
The Lakers played short- 
handed for most of the first half 
and part of the second. Hillsdale 
took quick advantage of this, 
scoring three goals in the first 
half.
Regrouping at half time the 
Lakers began to mount a come­
back when Russ Chudy booted 
one past Hillsdale’s goalie. The 
Lakers struck again when Bob 
Waypa chipped one into the 
Chargers net.
With the momentum shifting 
towards Grand Valley, the Lak­
ers lost yet another player due to 
a injury. Grand Valley now 
found themselves playing three 
people short.
The Lakers were still able to 
tie the game at 3-3, when Scott 
Kelley scored for Grand Valley. 
This forced the game into a
See SOCCER p. 13
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M en’s volleyball reached sem i­
finals in a 7-team  tournam ent
•Now that the Holyfield- 
Douglas fight has finally arrived, 
I hope that the promoters have 
realized that it took so long to 
get those two in the ring that no 
one really cares anymore.
George Foreman will proba­
bly be on Social Security by the 
time he faces either one of those 
two.
•Why does everyone seem so 
shocked at the post-season ac­
complishments of the Cincinnati 
Reds? They have had arguably 
the best talent in all of baseball 
the past 3 or 4 years (but just 
underachieved); not to mention 
the fact that they led wire-to-
wire this past season. Their 
young stars have finally come of 
age.
•With controversy and con­
cern swirling around John Sal­
ley, Vinnie Johnson, and Dennis 
Rodman, the Pistons will be 
lucky to repeat as division 
champs this year...forget about a 
three-peat
Chicago’s Bulls have been 
creeping a little closer each of 
the last couple seasons and are 
now poised to overtake Detroit 
with the addition of Cliff Lev- 
ingston. He gives them muscle 
as well as scoring potential and 
will make the key difference.
•Vikings’ head coach Jerry 
Bums had better start packing 
his bags because his days arc 
numbered, although not-neces- 
sarily justifiable. The media 
built many of Minnesota’s medi­
ocre players into superstars (take 
Chris Doleman, for instance). 
Keith Millard and Joey Browner 
are the only bonafide superstars 
on a team of under-achieving 
average players.
•On top of the Michigan vic­
tory, Spartan fans are gloating 
over the play of former star 
Andre Rison, who’s terrorizing 
NFL defensive backs to the tune 
of being statistized as the #1 re­
ceiver. Don’t let him chauffer 
your sister to the prom though as 
he was pulled over by an Indiana 
State trooper for doing 125 mph 
last year.
•Tiger fans can brag about 
Cecil, but we-Cub fans have got 
Ryno—the game’s best combo 
of offense and defense. Not only 
did he become the first second 
baseman to lead the NL in hom- 
See SEATS p. 14
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley men’s 
volleyball club traveled to 
Caledonia to participate in a 
seven team tournament. The 
Lakers’ lost in the semi-finals.
After six games GVSU needed 
to win their final two games in 
order to make it out of pool play.
In game one, the Lakers fell 
behind 4-12, but a strong team 
effort, plus the consistent serving 
of Craig Havican resulted in ten
thirty minute overtime. The 
Lakers held Hillsdale to final 3-3 
tie.
The following week Grand 
Valley traveled to Ferris to com­
pete it the Fenis Invitational. To
straight Grand Valley points and 
a 14-12 lead. Grand Valley went 
on to win game one, 15-13. 
Game two the Lakers’ showed 
no respect as they won 15-7.
The Lakers’ moved on to the 
semi-finals where they were 
beaten 10-15, 10-15.
The performance of four new 
comers to the club helped the 
Laker cause. Steve Seng and 
Jaymy Anderson played strong 
at the net. Kyle Vandcrstel and 
Eric Earley assisted in the back 
row.
Grand Valley’s dismay they did 
not fare as well as they had 
planned. Losing 5-0 to Ferns 
and 3-2 to Northwood under ter­
rible field conditions.
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Six inches of snow covered 
x-country trails at GLIAC
PHOTO B Y  JASON DENNY
______________ Kristi Thorton successfully returns the ball to her Hillsdale opponent____________ J
Laker tennis won't let weather 
and injuries set them back
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports writer
As the GLIAC Conference 
Tennis Championship nears, the 
Lady Lakers have had a hard 
time trying to prepare for i t  
Due to weather conditions and 
nagging injuries it has made 
practice not only difficult; but
inconvenient 
to practice indoors 
could.
The weather even forced 
Thursday’s home match indoors 
to Riverview where the Lady 
Lakers’ beat Aquinas College 8- 
1.
The 10-1 Lakers Will travel to 
the Midland Community Tennis
Center on Friday io r  the 
GLIAC Championship. Each 
team member will play six 
matches in two days.
“We’re hoping for the best 
and whatever happens won’t 
dampen our enthusiasm or ex­
citement we’ve had this sea­
son," remarked Coach Suther­
land.
B y J e a n in e  F re e se
Sports W riter
This season the Lady Lakers 
cross coiintry team has faced 
much adversity. Competing in 
the GLIAC championships is 
hard enough to do with a full 
squad. But going in to the meet 
Grand Valley was forced to 
participate without two of their 
top runners. Junior Nicky 
Vanderberg and Senior Sandra 
Terrell sat out the race with 
injuries.
The day before the GLIAC 
meet, which took place in 
Houghton mother nature layed 
down six inches o f snow. The 
day of the race the sun came out 
causing the course to be muddy 
in some spots and icy 
throughout
Nevertheless, Grand Valleys 
women’s team ran to a fourth 
place finish with 98 points. 
Hillsdale claimed the GLIAC 
Championship title with 29 
points, followed by Ferris State 
University with 67 and Northern 
a close third with 85 points.
Coach Gary Martin stated, “ 
The Team went into the meet 
with a cloud over their head; 
without Sandra , that was really
hard to shake. Our top two, 
Trcna and Kelly ran great. We 
needed our third, fourth and fifth 
runners to stay closer to Ferris.”
The 1990 women’s GLIAC 
Champion is Becky Duda from 
Saginaw Valley who completed 
the 3.1 mile in 18:54.
Grand Valley’s senior Kelly 
Cole placed fifth with 19:39 and 
Trena Yonkers finished seventh 
in 19:43. Both Cole and 
Yonkers received GLIAC honors 
for their tremendous 
'achievements.
Martin went on to comment, 
“If we would have used a 
different strategy, we would’ve 
finished better. 1 guess I didn’t 
em phasize enough how 
important it was to stay close to 
Ferris. We’re going to try again 
atregionais.”
The top five runners for the 
Lady Lakers were: • Cole, 
Yonkers, Debbie Pruitt (21:11), 
Beth Happel ( 21:17), and 
Jeanine Freese (21:18).
Grand Valley will take the top 
seven runners to Missouri where 
they will participate in regional 
play on November 3.
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ers since Rogers Hornsby, but he 
also set the record for consecu­
tive errorless games by a second
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baseman and is expected to pick 
up his 7th consecutive Gold 
Glove.
•The Celtics just won’t seem 
the same this year without Den­
nis Johnson, who was cut loose 
recently. He and Sidney Mon- 
crief epitomized “defense” at 
the guard position in the NBA 
for the past decade or so. DJ. 
will be missed by all hoop fans.
I r a
SUITES
•  $44 Double
•  Complimentary 
Continental 
Breakfast
I.J l.l.l W.I.I I.ITI.ITI
©
•  Kitchenettes
ible
Catf%
Located:
1/2 Block East off 196
3825 28th S t SW 
Grandville, MI 49418 
Phone (616) 531-LAND 
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
IS THE PLACE TO BE!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS STILL AVAILABLE 
BOTH MALES AND FEMALES NEED ROOMMATES
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS 
Allendale, Michigan
FOR MORE INFO
CALL 895-6351
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Challenge Winner
V.
Congratulations to Carol Balkon who correctly picked 
15 games for this week’s winner. Only one more, 
David Barli, outpicked the Fearsome Foursome.
Womens soccer team shut out 
Ferris despite nasty weather
By Scott Kelley
Sports W riter
For the second time Grand 
Valley shut-out Ferris to sweep 
the season series. The Lakers 
beat the Bulldog’s 2-0 for their 
third victory of the season.
The teams were playing under 
terrible weather conditions. 
Consistent down pouring soaked 
the field and never let up 
throughout the game.
The first half reflected the 
days conditions. Both teams
were unable to score, and found 
it hard to follow their game 
plan.
Grand Valley adapted to the 
present conditions and finally 
found the net. Scoring first for 
the Lakers’ was forward Laura 
Cal, who beat the Bulldogs 
goalie on a chip inside the eight­
een.
Grand Valley again scored 
when Lisa Jobin booted one in 
for the Lakers second and final
ECONOMY from p.2 ------------
activities, $402,749, was 
spent in the tri-county area.
Of Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s 1989 budget, die ^ State ap­
propriation is the largest single 
source of income, followed by 
tuition and fees and government 
grants.
- $26,366,434 from state aid.
- $27,823,448 from tuition, 
fees, room and board and ancil­
lary services provided by the
F
university.
-$6,788,966 from other in­
state sources.
- $56,694 from local govern­
ments.
- $5,820,274 from out-of-state 
sources.
- $4.7 million from private 
giftsthe endowment fund.
Nearly 62 percent of Grand 
Valley's students are enrolled 
full-time,.
CAMPUS DINING
ood Service New
Since the first GV graduation 
1967, almost 20,000 students 
have earned GVSU degrees. 
During the 1989-90 academic 
year, 1,115 students received' 
bachelor’s degrees and 259 mas­
ter’s degrees. An estimated 
eighty percent of all Grand Val­
ley State graduates remain in 
Michigan to pursue careers.
s
What a deal!
Purchase a Treat Yourself 
Right 32 oz Sports Cup filled 
with soda for only $2.00
Wait There's More!
Bring the mug back for a refill 
and pay for only a medium 
soda
Valid thru Nov 10.1990 .-
Galley • Kleiner • Deli
Last Chance!!
Join Linus and watch 
for the Great Pumpkin 
Contest!
Cut, Paste, Draw or Color 
your pumpkin and win!
Pick up a contest entry at the Com- 
- mons, the Galley or the Kleiner. 
Return your pumpkin by O ct 24th to 
any location to be displayed.
Coffee and Donuts
7:15-10 am 
Monday-Friday
•Commons Cafeteria 
•Available for take-out 
•Located just inside the cafeteria 
near the checker
CLASSIFIED ADS
Help Wanted ■ Help Wanted Services Fundraisers ■ For Sale [
'  MAKE US A PART OF 
; YOUR SCHEDULE- Invit- 
'  ing eager, energetic people to 
'  join our staff in a variety of 
'  positions: -sales associates - 
^  register/service operators - 
stockpeople. We offer a flex­
ible work schedule, competi­
tive pay, immediate store 
discount and a friendly at­
mosphere.
If you’d like to add us to 
your weekly schedule, come 
to the Service Desk of any 
Kohl’s Department Store 
and fill out an employment 
application.
3131 Woodland Drive, 
behind Woodland Mall.
Nurse Aide positions avail­
able - Days, evenings or 
weekends. Call Brookcrest 
Nursing Home, 534-5487.
Feel as though your job pros- 
4 pects are limited. Openings 
\  available for marketing and 
business grads and other 
/highly motivated persons. 
/ /C a l l  455-7412.
INTERSTATE WAREHOUS­
ING 
INC.
Hudsonville, MI
Looking for part time workers -
2nd shift.
Call 669-3600 for appointmenL
Services
SPRING BREAK 1991 - Indi­
vidual or student organization 
needed to promote Spring Break 
trip. Earn money, free trips and 
valuable work experience. 
CALL NOW!!
Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800- 
327-6013.
On campus AA meetings. For 
more information call Ed or Mike 
at 895-9368.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
to students or student organiza­
tions promoting our Spring Break 
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call 
CML
1-800-423-5264
GAY/LESBIAN - support group 
meets Wed. nights in Grand 
Rapids. Panel discussions, lec­
tures, videos, wrap sessions! For 
more information call the “DIG­
NITY” Phone hotline: 454-9779. 
or write us at P.O. Box 1373, 
Grand Rapids, MI 49501.
TYPING - Term papers, resu­
mes and more! Reasonable rates. 
Call WORD PROCESSING 
SERVICES OF JENISON at 
457-1903 today!_____________
We offer a variety of silkscreened 
T-shirts and sweatshirts- from 
Fruit of the Loom to Hanes to 
Russell. Up to six color printing. 
We’ll prim your design of help 
develop your idea into a design! 
For more info, call Frank. 457- 
8735
Lost & Found
FOUND: Men’s watch- must be 
able to identify.
x-6087
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO­
GRAM
$ 1000 in just one week. Earn up 
to$1000 for your campus organi­
zation. Plus a chance at $5000 
more! This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 1-800- 
932-0528 Ext 50.
Personals
Done anything new lately? Pro­
duced a concert? Had a picnic at 
a Llama Farm? The 18-25 Alli­
ance gets together every 2 weeks 
for interesting programs and great 
adventures. Receive “Coming 
Attractins” by calling Fountain 
Street Church 459-8386 days or 
Jim 452-6561 evenings.
V/ANTED: the name of the 
charming cross country runner I 
ran with October 6 evening...
- blue-coated woman
x-3120
‘88 Pontiac Sunbird GTTurbo 
excellent condition, red, 
20,000 miles, fully loaded, 
alarm system nose cover, sun 
roof, 5-speed, AM/FM cas­
sette, a.c.
949-6924
Wanted
Male Roommate(s) Wanted ' 
Grand Valley Apartments ^  
Clean, Non-Smoking, $190/' 
month, free utilities 895-7925 ^
/ ; / / S 7  r r 7 3 j 7 ~ r /7 7 7 / / / ; / / ;  7 7 / / / / / / / / / r / T T ' 7 / / / / / / m t z z z
For Sale
Sharp 84 Pontiac Fiero: red; 30 
mpg.; fiberglass; 2,495.534-4935
7  7 7 7 S 7 7  7  7  f ' / Z T'LTZZZZ.Z Z
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted
for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for 
the first 15 words. 150 for 
each additional word. $ 1.00 b 
for border. All ads must be '
prepaid. The Lanthorn office f 
is located in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to 
The Lanthorn, Grand Valley \  
State University, Allendale, 
MI 49401. Deadline is six 
days prior to publication 
(Thursday at 5 pm). Special 
GVSU Student Rate: $ 1.00 for b 
the first 10 words, (Minimum / 
charge).
Z Z Z .Z 7 V  / / / 7 Z J :3
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—The Challenge
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□□
m i
Buffalo at New England 
Chicago at Phoenix 
Cleveland at San Francisco 
Detroit at New Orleans 
Miami at Indianapolis 
Minnesota at Green Bay 
NY Jets at Houston 
Philadelphia at Dallas 
Tampa Bay at San Diego 
Washington at NY Giants 
Gncinnati at Atlanta
COLLEGE
Notre Dame at Pittsburgh 
Oklahoma at Colorado 
Penn St. at Alabama 
Michigan at Indiana 
Nebraska at Iowa State 
California at Washington 
Baylor at Texas Christian 
Harvard at Dartmouth 
Florida State at LSU 
TIE-BREAKER 
Grand Valley at Hillsdale
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
- □□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□a
□
□
□
□
Address
Phone
Best time to call on Monday
Challenge Rules
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the 
winner of each game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in 
that game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you’re 
available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the “Football Foursome” will get his or 
her name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger 
will be spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Laruhorn office in the 
“Football Challenge” box. The Lanthom will not be responsible for 
lost or misplaced entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will 
only be returned if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries 
become the property of The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a night out 
in Grand Rapids, including tickets to see the Grand Rapids Hoops. 
The drawing will be held on or about January 12, 1991. All winners 
will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, 
excluding those who work for The Lanthom.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 P.M.
Name
C om puter® ®
owner Jim Shipaila
COLLEGIATE 
STARTER K IT
386 SX  
40  MEG  
VG A CO LO R
PANASO NIC  1180 PRINTER  
SO FTW A R E INCLUDED
M,995?L.
MON. & FRI. 10 AM - 8  PM 
TUES., W ED., THURS. 1 0  AM  - 6 PM  
SA TUR DAY 10 AM - 3  PM
1 9 3 Chicago Drive, Jenlson A C ." !  O  /  A r t  
(Behind Mr. Fables) 4 0 /  “OOz U
ChallengeJM Fearsome FootbaU Foursome
Sarah Dave Jerry
E m (64%) (63%) (54%)
Buffalo at New England Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo
Chicago at Phoenix Chicago Chicago Chicago
Cleveland at San Fran. San Francisco San Francisco San Francisco
Detroit at New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans Detroit
Miami at Indianapolis Miami Miami Indianapolis
Minnesota a t Green Bay Minnesota Minnesota Green Bay
NY Jets at Houston Houston Houston . Houston p  /
Philadelphia at Dallas Philadelphia Philadelphia Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at San Diego San Diego San Diego > San Diego
Washington at NY Giants N.Y. Giants Washington N.Y. Giants
Cincinnati at Atlanta Cincinnati Atlanta Atlanta
College
Notre Dame at Pittsburgh Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame
Oklahoma at Colorado Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma
Penn S t at Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama
Michigan at Indiana Michigan Michigan Michigan
Nebraska at Iowa State Nebraska Nebraska Iowa State
California at Washington Washington Washington Washington
Baylor at Texas Christian Baylor Texas Texas
Harvard at Dartmouth Harvard Dartmouth Dartmouth
Florida State at LSU Florida State Florida State Florida State
Joe 
(54*) 
Buffalo 
Chicago 
San Francisco 
Detroit 
Miami 
Minnesota 
Houston 
Philadelphia 
San Diego 
N.Y. Giants 
Cincinnati
Notre Dame
Colorado
Alabama
Michigan
Nebraska
Washington
Baylor
Dartmouth
L.S.U.
FOOTBALL from p. 12 ■ 1 -- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------“““
have really taken their toll and every week has been an adjustment for every one in the offense, but I think 
we’ve done fairly well considering everything that’s happened ”
Looking at the stats backs up McGory’s assumption, as the line prevented the strong Eagle defense from 
getting to Hull, who wasn’t sacked at all during Saturday’s game.
This weekend will be a big test for all of the Lakers, however, as they travel to Hillsdale Saturday for the 
Chargers Homecoming.
Grand Valley’s last regular season loss came at the hands of Hillsdale, in 1988. It was a 20-0 defeat, and 
is still clear in the minds of many of the Lakers.
There seems to be a big revenge factor going into the game, although Howard downplays this game being 
any more important than any other.
“It really doesn’t have any bearing on the game, we don’t want to win one more than any of the others,” 
he said. -  ****** • — ------- • ?
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Congratulations to Trena Yonkers who receives 
the Female Athlete o f the Week award for her 
tremendous effort at the GLIAC Championship 
last Saturday. Trena’s time of 19:43 in the 3.1 
mile cross country race captured her spot on the 
1990 A ll-G LIA C  Team.
D efen sive  end 
Marc Bland re­
ce iv es  the M ale 
Laker Athlete o f the 
Week award for his 
part in the football
team’s 14-3 win over Ashland Saturday.
Marc, a senior co-captain, recorded seven first hits, 
two solos, two tackles for loss, and 1-1/2 quarter­
back sacks.
Marc is fifth on the defensive leaders list with 50 
tackles so far this season.
